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Graphical abstract 
By embedding Al foams in the PCMs, it was seen in Figure 9 that the excess temperature of 
paraffin-Al foams composite was smaller than NaCO3–Al foams composite, indicating the 
former had bigger cold discharging rate under the same conditions. This is because paraffin-
Al foams composite has the effective thermal diffusivity of sm /10763.5 26 , which is 42.5% 
higher than the value of the NaCO3 –Al foams composite.  
 
Highlights 
PCM-metal foams composite is highly potential to be used as the storage medium; 
· The product solution method was adopted to synthesize the analytical solutions; 
· The cold discharge rate of the composite materials was enhanced by approximately 8 times; 
· The value of effective thermal diffusivity was proved in weighing the charge/ discharge rate. 
 
Abstract: PCMs-metal foams composite has been used in LHTES for improving the charge/ 
discharge rate of the system. Due to the high exergy efficiency of cold energy storage (CES) 
systems, cold charging/ discharging behaviours of the PCM-metal foams composite in CES 
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was particularly analysed. The product solution method was adopted to synthesize the 
analytical solutions for multi-dimensional problems. The heat transfer model for the PCM-
metal foams composite was established based on the concept of average volume of the 
composite materials. The internal convection was ignored due to the relatively small thermal 
resistance caused by the buoyancy force inside the PCM capsule. The case study of paraffin 
showed that the effective thermal diffusivity and effective thermal conductivity were 
improved by more than 21 times due to the embedding of Al foams in the PCM. As a result, 
the temperature of the PCM-metal foams composite became more uniform, while the cold 
discharge rate was improved by approximately 8 times. The comparative study of different 
PCMs with/ without Al foams indicated the value of effective thermal diffusivity in weighing 
the charge/ discharge rate in LHTES systems. 
Keywords: Charge/discharge rate; PCM-metal foams composite; effective thermal 
diffusivity; LHTES.  
1. Introduction 
    Latent heat thermal energy storage (LHTES) has a high energy storage density and a small 
variation of operating temperature due to the use of phase change materials (PCM) as the 
storage media [1]. However, one of the major disadvantages of the technology is that the 
energy storage material has a small thermal conductivity [2-5]. For example, the thermal 
conductivities of commonly used PCM are approximately 0.1~0.2 W/(m.K) for paraffin, 
0.4~0.6 W/(m.K)  for salt and salt hydrates and 0.3~0.5 W/(m.K)  for fatty acids.  This leads 
to a low charge/ discharge rate of the LHTES module. Moreover, PCMs used as the energy 
storage media are encapsulated in a shell that is fabricated in different shapes in real life.  
During the phase change process, the solid- liquid interface moves away from the heat 
transfer surface. Due to the volume change of the PCM during phase change, the thermal 
resistance between the PCM and the heat transfer fluid (HTF) increases, leading to a further 
reduced charge/ discharge rate of the system. Therefore, improvement of charging/ 
discharging behaviour is highly required for most latent heat thermal energy applications.  
    In principle, feasible approaches for improving charge/ discharge rate of PCM based 
energy storage system include increasing thermal conductivity of PCM, extending heat 
transfer area and enhancing convective heat transfer between PCM and HTF. However, the 
most widely used techniques for heat transfer enhancement rely on the improvement of the 
effective thermal conductivity of the materials [6]. These mainly include the application of 
embedded fins into PCM [7-9] and impregnation of metal matrix using materials with high 
thermal conductivity, e.g. carbon fiber, brushes [10-12] and multitubes [13-15]. As a 
consequence, the effective thermal conductivity of the PCM composite is largely improved, 
indicating an increased moving speed of the solid/ liquid interface during the conduction-
dominated regime of the PCM. However, due to the lower porosity and lower permeability of 
the fins or metal matrixes, the convective heat transfer was severely constrained [16].  
    As a complex structures with high thermal conductivity, permeability and specific surface 
area (due to high porosity and pore density), open-cell metal foams is regarded as a perfect 
structure to be embedded in PCMs for the improvement of charge/ discharge rate of LHTES 
systems. Numerous peer studies have focused on the charge/ discharge behaviours of 
different PCM-metal foams composites. Examples of PCM composites include metal foams 
impregnated with water [17], salt hydrate [18], organic PCMs [19, 20] and paraffin [21-22]. 
The feasibility of the concept of using PCM-metal foams composite for high temperature 
thermal energy storage application were experimentally investigated in [23-25]. It was 
reported that the charging and discharging period of the system was largely shortened due to 
the significantly enhanced thermal conductivity of the materials. Thermal analysis of 
solid/liquid phase change heat transfer in the PCM composite was carried out in [25-26]. 
However, their models were established based on heat conduction, without consideration of 
natural convection during the phase change process. Subsequently, a two-dimensional model 
considering the coupling effect of heat conduction and natural convection were established in 
[27]. It was found that the effect of natural convection was limited owing to the embedding of 
metal foams in PCM modules. In most of the aforementioned papers, the effective thermal 
conductivity was reckoned as the significant factor that contributed to the charge/ discharge 
rate improvement of PCM based thermal energy storage system.  
    The present study investigates the cold charging/ discharging behaviour of a PCM-metal 
foams composite in a cold energy storage (CES) system, in the aim to explore the critical 
parameters for improving the charge/ discharge rate of the LHTES system. 
2. Product solution method 
    Since real-life PCM capsule has definite storage volume, the heat transfer model for the 
PCM-metal foams composite was established in multi dimensions. To overcome the 
difficulty in solving the complicated equations, product solution method was adopted for 
transforming multi-dimensional physical problems into two or three one-dimensional 
problems. The synthesis of the analytical solution include the geometry combination and the 
solution combination, which are specifically illustrated in the following sections. 
2.1 Geometry combination 
    For PCM capsule in the shape of regular prism, it can be regarded as an infinite long prism 
perpendicularly intersected by an infinite plate. An infinite long rectangular cylinder with a 
sectional dimension of  can be regarded as the result of the intersection of two 
infinite plates with a thickness of , , respectively, as shown in Figure 1. In this case, 
two-dimensional problem can be transformed as two one-dimensional problems. 
1 22 2 
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    Similarly, a short cylinder can be regarded as the intersection of an infinite plate of 
thick and an infinite long cylinder with a radius of , as shown in Figure 2. In this case, 
three-dimensional problem is transformed as the combination of the one-dimensional 
problem in the infinite plate and the two-dimensional problem in the infinite long cylinder.  
2.2 Solution combination 
    Based on the geometry combination, two or three dimensional thermal conduction solution 
in typical geometries can be calculated by multiplying two or three one-dimensional 
solutions. For example, the short regular prism in Figure 1 (b) has a combined solution as 
formulated in Eq. (1): 
                               (1) 
Where is the solution of two dimensional problem for the short regular prism;
,  are the solution of infinite plate (x direction, Figure 1a) and the solution 
of infinite long prism (r direction, Figure 1b), respectively.  
    The verification of the combined solution can be found in the Appendix. The basic idea is 
to prove the structure of the combined solution in the condition that , are 
the solutions of the infinite plate and the infinite long prism, respectively. Both governing 
equations and definite conditions (including the initial conditions and boundary conditions) 
are analyzed. It is proved that solution of the two-dimensional problem can be written as 
combination of the two one-dimensional solutions. Therefore, the product solution method is 
advantageous in simplifying the analysis for obtaining the solutions of multi-dimensional 
problems.   
    The product solution method can be used in the following definite conditions: (1) The 
third-class thermal boundary conditions; (2) Initial temperature remains constant. However, it 
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is pointed out that it also can be applied under the first-class thermal boundary conditions 
when temperature on the boundary is a constant value. 
3. Physical and mathematical models  
3.1 Two dimensional heat transfer model  
    Although the storage volume of PCM is slightly reduced due to the embedding of metal 
foams in the PCM, the effective thermal conductivity of the composite material increases 
significantly. This leads to an improved charge/ discharge rate of the LHTES system. 
    For establishing the heat transfer model for charging/ discharging behaviour in the 
composite materials in capsules, the characteristics of heat transfer performance were 
explicitly demonstrated. Forced convection caused by fluid discharging on the outside wall of 
the PCM capsule was taken into account, which was shown in the boundary conditions. 
However, in charging/ discharging processes, convection between the liquid PCM and metal 
foams was not considered. This is because the thermal resistance of thermal conduction is 
much smaller than that of convection caused by buoyancy force inside the composite 
materials. As a consequence, single-equation model was used for describing the heat transfer 
characteristics in the PCM-metal foams composite. The energy equation for a cylinder-
shaped PCM module charged/ discharged by fluid flowing outside is written as in Eq.(2): 
                              (2) 
Where  represents the effective thermal conductivity of the PCM module. Three-
dimensional cellular morphology model for calculating effective thermal conductivity in 
metal foams can be found in [16].  is the averaged energy storage density per unit 
temperature change of the composite materials, which can be calculated as: 
                            (3) 
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Where is porosity of metal foams, usually in the range of ; ,  are density 
of metallic fibre and PCM, respectively; , are heat capacity of metal foams and PCM, 
respectively.  
    On the boundary of the PCM capsule, the third-class thermal boundary condition was 
assumed (with a convective heat transfer coefficient h). Energy balance by forced convection 
and thermal conduction within the PCM-metal foams composite was established. However, 
due to the multi-dimensional thermal conduction within the PCM capsule, the temperature 
correlation is complex. Instead, analytical model based on the product solution method was 
adopted for the thermal analysis. 
3.2 Analytical model 
    As discussed above, a short cylinder of  long with a radius of can be intersected by 
an infinite plate of thick and an infinite long cylinder with a radius of , as shown in 
Figure 2. For the infinite plate, thermal conduction with forced convection on the boundary 
has the analytical solution that can be expressed as in Eq. (4): 
                             (4) 
Where is the initial excess temperature of the plate;  represents the excess 
temperature of the plate at different position and time; is Fourier number in the  
direction, defined as: 
                                                 (5) 
      and  are two coefficients, calculated as: 
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Where denotes Biot number in the  direction, defined as:  
                                                        (8) 
    While for the infinite long cylinder, since the uniform heat transfer surrounds the cylinder-
shaped capsule, the physical problem can be simplified as one-dimensional thermal 
conduction coupled with the third-class thermal boundary condition. The analytical solution 
can be expressed as in Eq. (9): 
                              (9) 
Where is the initial excess temperature of the infinite long cylinder;  represents the 
excess temperature of the infinite long cylinder along the radius direction at different time; 
is Fourier number in the  direction, defined as: 
                                              (10) 
The Bessel function is approximately calculated as: 
               (11) 
Where is substituted by as in Eq. (9). 
    The coefficients ,  can be obtained by Eq.(12)~(13): 
                                 (12) 
                                      (13) 
Where represents the Biot number for the infinite long cylinder, as expressed in Eq.(14): 
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    Therefore, in terms of the product solution method, the temperature distribution of the 
PCM-metal foams composite can be written as the product of the solutions for the infinite big 
plate and the infinite long cylinder, as formulated in Eq. (15):  
                                       (15) 
In which  is the initial excess temperature of the PCM module before the charging/ 
discharging processes. 
4. A case study for the PCM-metal foams composite 
    A case study was carried out to investigate the enhancement of the cold discharging rate by 
embedding high porosity metal foams in PCM of paraffin. The value of the effective thermal 
diffusivity and thermal conductivity of the composite materials was proven.  
4.1 Sample problem description  
    A paraffin module was regarded as the PCM in the sample problem and shaped as a short 
cylinder of  long ( mL 6.0 ) with a radius of ( mR 2.0 ). Open-cell metal foams with a 
porosity of 0.8 ( 8.0 ) and a pore density of 20 ( 20PPI ) was embedded in the paraffin 
module to form the PCM-metal foams composite. Volume-average method was used to 
evaluate the thermal physical parameters of the composite materials.  
    In the discharging process, air with a constant temperature of 20 Co  flows across the 
PCM-metal foams composite. The initial temperature of the PCM composite is -30 Co , 
which is  50 lower than the air temperature. The convective heat transfer coefficient h  
was supposed to be 120 . In the cold discharging process, temperature of the PCM-
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metal foams composite increased gradually until the energy balance was achieved. The 
specific parameters of the metal foams, paraffin and air were listed in Table 1. 
    The geometric origin of the PCM-metal foams composite was defined as the central point 
of the PCM module, as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, the boundary conditions on the lines 
OA  and OC fulfils the symmetric temperature condition due to the symmetry of the 
geometry. While temperature on the boundaries of AB and BC  was set under the third-class 
thermal boundary condition. The initial conditions and boundary conditions of the cold 
energy extraction for the PCM-metal foams composite materials were summarized in Table 
2. 
 
4.2 Temperature distribution in the cold discharging process 
    Based on the above conditions, the temperature distribution of the cylinder-shaped PCM-
metal foams composite was obtained. The radial and axial distributions of excess temperature 
at different locations were demonstrated in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively. With time 
going, cold discharging rate became smaller due to the reduced temperature difference 
between the PCM module and the flowing air. After 2400 s, the excess temperature was less 
than 5  , indicating that  more than 90% of the cold energy had been extracted by the 
convection with the air flow. Compared with the temperature on the boundaries of the PCM 
module, it was found that the average excess temperature on the right boundary ( ) 
was lower that on the upper boundary ( ).This is due to the smaller thermal 
resistance in the radial direction, which is caused by the smaller radius ( 2.0R ) than half 
length of the cylinder ( 3.0
2
1
L ).  
Co
0.1/ x
0.1/ Rr
    The time-dependent temperature distribution on typical points of the PCM module was 
shown in Figure 6. It was clear that point O (0,0) had the highest excess temperature, while 
point B (1,1) had the lowest. It was noted that excess temperature at point C (1,0) was smaller 
than that at point A (0,1). This indicated a larger cold discharge rate along the radial 
direction.  
 
4.3 Effective thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity 
    For demonstrating the effect of metal foams on enhancement of the cold discharging rate, 
temperature distributions of PCM modules with and without metal foams embedding were 
compared. As shown in Figure 7, the excess temperature distribution of the PCM without 
metal foams along the radial direction was much higher than that of PCM module embedded 
with metal foams. This indicated that the cold discharging rate of the PCM-metal foams 
composite was largely improved due to the use of metal foams. At the point of (0.5,0), 
temperatures of the two different PCM modules were compared. Without metal foams, the 
excess temperature of the PCM module was reduced to 35  after 4800 s; with metal 
foams, it took 600 s to reach the same temperature level. From this point of view, the cold 
discharge rate was improved by approximately 8 times. In addition, the temperature of the 
PCM module became more uniform due to the embedding of the metal foams. 
    The cold discharge rate of the PCM-metal foams composite is enhanced due to the 
improvement of the effective thermal conductivity mk . Based on the formulas in [16], the 
effective thermal conductivity of the PCM-metal foams composite can be calculated, as 
shown in Eq. (16): 
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In which sk , fk  represent the thermal conductivity of metal foams and PCM, respectively. It 
is seen that the effective thermal conductivity of the composite materials is determined by sk , 
fk , three dimensional structure and porosity of the open-cell metal foams. 
    In the case study, Al foams was embedded in paraffin materials. The thermal conductivity 
of Al foams ( sk ) and paraffin ( fk ) is 200 )/( KmW  and 0.558 )/( KmW  , respectively. 
Therefore, the effective thermal conductivity of the PCM-metal foams composite was 
calculated as 12.6 )/( KmW   in terms of the above model, which was as  22.6 times big as 
that of paraffin. This can explain the enhancement of charge/ discharge rate in a LHTES 
system. However, effective thermal conductivity is not the only factor that affects charge/ 
discharge rate of the PCM composite. As can be seen from Eq. (2), effective thermal 
diffusivity (
m
m
Cp
k
)(
) is a critical property that need to be considered.  
    Temperature distributions of different PCMs (Paraffin and NaCO3) with and without metal 
foams were compared in Figure 8 and Figure 9, respectively. Without metal foams embedded 
in PCM, cold discharging rate of NaCO3 module was larger than that of the paraffin module, 
which was due to the larger thermal conductivity of NaCO3, as shown in Table 3. Therefore, 
without embedding Al foams, it is sensible to use NaCO3 as the PCM for achieving an 
improved charge/ discharge rate.  
    However, by embedding Al foams in the PCMs, it was seen in Figure 9 that the excess 
temperature of paraffin-Al foams composite was smaller than NaCO3–Al foams composite, 
indicating the former had bigger cold discharging rate under the same conditions. This is 
because paraffin-Al foams composite has the effective thermal diffusivity of 
sm /10763.5 26 , which is 42.5% higher than the value of the NaCO3 –Al foams composite.  
    The calculated effective thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity for single paraffin, 
single NaCO3, paraffin-Al foams composite and NaCO3–Al foams composite were shown in 
Table 3. The paraffin-Al foams composite had lower effective thermal conductivity but 
higher effective thermal diffusivity than those of NaCO3–Al foams composite. Since paraffin-
Al foams composite had lower excess temperature distribution under the same conditions, it 
was concluded that effective thermal diffusivity had more significant value in weighing the 
enhancement of charge/ discharge rate of LHTES systems. 
 
5. Further discussions on real-life featured model   
    For the above simplified heat transfer model, the real-life open-cell metal foams was not 
considered. In reality, the solid matrix of metal foams has a three dimensional and 
heterogeneous interior microstructures, leading to difficulty in capturing the heat transfer 
features with high accuracy. 
    The general solution regarding the heterogeneous nature of the open-cell metal foams is 
the use of volume-average method. The typical diagram of a porous media was shown in 
Figure 10. The controlled volume V is composed by both   phase (solid matrix) and   
phase (fluid region). The volume for solid matrix and fluid region is written as V  and V , 
respectively. The microscopic fluid flow in the porous media is significant and can be related 
to macroscopic physical quantities in a small volume. For example, the averaged value of 
PCM temperature PCMT  can be expressed as: 
 


V
PCM dVT
V
TT
1
                                   (17) 
In which  T  represents the average kinetic power of PCM molecular in   phase.  
    In terms of the volume-average method, the detailed information within a controlled 
volume is neglected while the influence of heterogeneous interior microstructures can be 
reflected in geometric properties (i.e. porosity and pore density) of metal foams and effective 
thermal properties of the PCM-metal foams composite (i.e. thermal conductivity and thermal 
diffusivity). For more complicated situation such as forced convection in metal foams, more 
real-life characteristics of open–cell metal foams including flow disturbance by the solid 
matrix and inertial effect under non-Darcy flow are to be considered. 
6. Concluding remarks 
    PCM-metal foams composite is highly potential to be used as the storage medium in 
LHTES system for achieving an improved charge/ discharge rate. The case study of paraffin 
with and without Al foams indicated that the temperature distribution within the PCM 
capsule became more uniform, and the cold discharge rate of the composite materials was 
enhanced by approximately 8 times due to the embedding of Al foams in the paraffin 
material.  
    The general explanation is the improved effective thermal conductivity of the PCM-metal 
foams composite. However, the comparative investigation with different PCMs embedded 
with/ without Al foams proved the value of the effective thermal diffusivity as the key criteria 
in weighing the enhancement of charge/ discharge rate of LHTES systems.  
Although the present analytical study was based on the volume-average method, the 
influence of heterogeneous nature of the open-cell metal foams was actually considered, 
which was reflected in average geometric properties of metal foams and effective thermal 
properties of the PCM-metal foams composite.  
Appendix 
    The following part is the verification of Eq. (1). The computational domain of the infinite 
long rectangular cylinder is shown in Figure 3. Due to the symmetry of the geometry, section 
O-A-B-C is considered.  
    The governing equation and the definite conditions are shown in Eq. (A.1) ~ (A.4): 
                                      (A.1) 
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                         (A.3a) 
                         (A.3b) 
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Where is the dimensionless excess temperature, which is defined as follows: 
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    For one dimensional problem for infinite plate (seen Figure 1 a),  is the solution 
of: 
                                        (A.6) 
                                           (A.7) 
                          (A.8) 
                                   (A.9) 
    For one dimensional problem for infinite long rectangular cylinder (seen Figure 1 b), 
is determined by: 
                                    (A.10) 
                                       (A.11) 
                       (A.12) 
                              (A.13) 
    For verifying Eq. (1) in the ‘Product solution method’ section, both of the governing 
equation Eq. (A.1) and the definite conditions Eq. (A.2) ~ (A.4) need to be verified. 
    Firstly, for the governing equation Eq. (A.1), the left term and right term can be written as: 
      (Left term)           (A.14a) 
   (Right term)         (A.14b) 
    Consequently, the difference of left and right terms is: 
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    Secondly, definite conditions need to be fulfilled. Since the governing equation is verified, 
the initial condition of Eq.(A.2) becomes: 
                      (A.15) 
    While for the boundary conditions as expressed in Eq. (A.3a) and Eq. (A.4a), we have: 
 (A.16) 
       (A.17) 
Similarly, Eq. (A.3b) and Eq. (A.4b) can be validated.  
From Eq. (A.14c), Eq. (A.15)~ (A.17), it is concluded that, in the condition that ,
are the solutions of Eq.(A.6) and Eq.( A.10), solution of governing equation Eq. 
(A.1) can be written as combination of the two one-dimensional solutions, as shown in Eq. 
(1) in the ‘Product solution method ’section.   
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 Figure 1.  Infinite long rectangular cylinder with a sectional dimension of . 
 
Figure 2.  Formation of a short cylinder.  
 
Figure 3.  Computational domain of rectangular cylinder. 
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 Figure 4. Radial distributions of the excess temperature. 
 
Figure 5. Axial distribution of the excess temperature. 
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 Figure 6. The time-dependent distribution on typical points. 
 
                 Figure 7. The effect of metal foams on cold discharge rate. 
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 Figure 8.  Temperature distributions of different PCM without metal foams. 
 
 
Figure 9. Temperature distributions of different PCMs embedded with metal foams. 
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 Figure 10.  Controlled volume in a typical porous media. 
  
 Table 1. Parameters of PCM-metal foams composite in discharging process. 
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Table 2. Initial and boundary conditions.  
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Table 3  Calculated thermal properties of different materials. 
Materials 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
Paraffin 0.558 2.1375 0.261 64.5 21.5 0.384 3.132 
NaCO3 0.83 2.4444 0.339 43.4 14.5 0.453 4.077 
Paraffin+ 
Al foams 
12.6 2.186 5.763 2.86 0.95 7.69 69.21 
NaCO3+Al 
foams 
13.1 3.239 4.044 2.75 0.92 5.39 48.51 
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